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Atos Spain is Nr1. FP7 industrial organisation
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Cybersecurity Laboratory
TSS lab)

(ex-Trustworthy systems and services

Main References

▶ ACDC: Advanced Cyber Defence Centre to fight against
botnets
▶ World Bank–Korea Cyber Security Centre:
Feasibility Study
▶ TREDISEC: Secure cloud-based storage and data
processing
▶ CYSPA: Cyber Security Protection Alliance to address
trustworthy ICT through a European strategy.
▶ MASSIF: Next generation Security Information and
Event Management (SIEM).

▶ CUMULUS: Security certification for cloud
environment.

“Trustworthy and
secure digital
systems”

Identity & Privacy Laboratory
SIT Lab)

(ex-Secure Identity Technology

Main References

▶ STORK: Pan-European platform for interoperability
of multiple national electronic identity schemes.
▶ WITDOM: Efficient and practical privacy techniques
and signal and data processing in the encrypted
domain; holistic security-by-design framework
▶ CREDENTIAL: Secure services for storing,
managing, and sharing digital identity information
and personal attributes.
▶ FutureID: Comprehensive, privacy-aware identity
management infrastructure integrating existing eID
and trust infrastructures, emerging federated ID
management services.
▶ Unified ID Management: Feasibility study for an EU
agency about federation of identities across member
states, for a unified identity management system.

“Securing
corporate &
personal
identity in
cyberspace”

Atos Research & Innovation
Cybersecurity and I&P projects started in 2015

1. WITDOM: privacy preserving computation
2. FIDES: notified e-ID for private service providers
3. HC@works: homomorphic encyrption for medical test
outsourcing
4. PrismaCloud: verified computing
5. Tredisec: secure cloud storage
6. Wiser: risk managament and cyberinsurance for
critical infrastructure
7. BODEGA
8. VISION
9. CREDENTIAL
10.TOXI TRIAGE
11.NECS
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ARI Labs

Data
Intelligence

Cybersecurity

Intelligent Information

Secure SW Engineering

Management
Semantics (content)

Security in Virtualized
Environments

Identity &
Privacy

Trust & Cybersecurity

eID Management
Digital/Electronic
Identity Technologies

Security in the Cloud

Business Knowledge
Management

Identity & Access
Management
Data Protection

Big Data

NG Cloud
Advanced Capabilities
for Cloud
Infrastructures
SaaS and PaaS
advanced capabilities

Internet of
Everything
Ubiquitous platforms
Virtualization Tags,
Sensors, Actuators &
wireless devices
Networked Smart
Objects

Aljosa Pasic
▶ 20 years of experience, 15 in security research
▶ FP5:
– SPARTA
– CERTIVER (eTEN)
▶ FP6:
– Secure Phone
– Secure Justice
– Stork (CIP-PSP)
– Serenity (IP)
– etc etc
▶ FP7
– Coco Cloud
– MASTER
– Semiramis (CIP-PSP)
– etc etc

▶ IP, ETP, cPPP…big, bigger, the biggest?
▶ eTen, CIP, IA…businesslike?
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ESFORS CSA (2005-2007)
▶ “Build security in” leads to better
outcome than investing in “reactive”
measures
▶ SDL is a set of principles, a framework, a
best practice, a guidelines…
▶ Challenges of “cultural” integration:
security profs vs developers, agile vs
“structured” developers – resistance to
change
▶ Lack of SDL ROI data
– Average loss of 0,76% market value
when a vulerability is disclosed (source:
securityacts.com)
– 3,7 M euros saving due to “Secure
Windows Initative” (same source)
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Conclusions from 2007 CSA

▶New scenarios (e.g. ambient intelligence)
introduce security issues not covered by
conventional engineering processes
▶Demand for Secure software is much higher
than available security expertise
▶Security properties difficult to compare and it
is also difficult to evaluate them

12
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SECCORD background and cybersecurity R2P
▶ SecCord is coordination and support action in FP7
▶ SecCord aim is to support the collaboration across trust and security projects
AND to improve research-industry links
▶ SecCord has been organizing a series of cluster meetings, with the participation
of Security & Trust projects, but also
–
CSP forum
–
Bi-lateral meetings
–
White papers, success stories etc
▶ WP5 is all about research to practice
▶

Cybersecurity Practice:
– Both market demand and supply side
– “Facilitators” e.g. auditors
– Public and private
– Incl Cybercrime, Cyberdefence etc

Academy push-industry pull…or industry
push – academy pull?
▶ What steps should we take after creation of a research
community on cybersecurity ?
▶ How to balance two bodies of knowledge: practical experience
and theoretical models?
▶ What should be relation to the other (non-cybersecurity)
research communities?
▶ What is the role of road mapping activities or joint research
agenda?
▶ How to create large scale (joint) validation and evaluation
testbeds?
▶ What bodies should exist for support for cybersecurity
assurance (e.g. certification)?
▶ What are the main building blocks that could be reused and
what are the “big challenges” for larger projects?

Survey 1: EU projects
Participants : EC funded T&S projects, and also
projects funded by member state funding agencies
Goal:
• extract and highlight some general trends of research
outcomes
• position them compared to EU strategic cybersecurity
priorities
But also:
• analyse P2R, for example strategic research agenda,
future priorities etc
16

Policy objectives and priorities (POP) derived
from EC strategy docs

Cybersecurity objectives extracted from EU
cybersecurity strategies
17

Readiness Levels

Business objectives, challenges and trends
(BOCT) derived from literature
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Results & Analysis

• Top and least covered
security topics
• Early phases of
technology readiness
• Easy to map business

trends, but not challenges
and objectives

43 projects contributed to these figures (EU funded: 34, nationally funded: 7, EIT KIC: 2)
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Results & Analysis for POP

43 projects contributed to these figures (EU funded: 34, nationally
funded: 7, EIT KIC: 2)
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Results & Analysis : TRL at the end of FP7
projects

43 projects contributed to these figures (EU funded: 34, nationally funded: 7, EIT KIC: 2)
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Mapping BOCT to research
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Examples of statements about R2P contraints

▶Fragmentation of ownership
▶User requirements that do not fit project lifecycle
and needs
▶Assumptions and simplifications done in the
research project
▶Lab versus operational environment
▶Maintenance issues not taken into account (knowhow, costs etc.)
▶Demand side trusts more in large enterprises,
while cybersecurity innovation adoption is done
faster by SME on supply side
23

Survey on 7 constraints for technology transfer
and research to practice – to appear in Q4 2015
▶ Demand side assumptions – invented or not adequate
demand side assumptions e.g. lack of data
▶ Business case – use case not leading to BC
▶ Entrepreneurship – cybersec talent lacks business skills
▶ Performance – cybersecurity degrading other features
▶ Standardization – lack of comparability, labels, procurement
▶ R&D competitiveness- IPR, too theoretical…
▶ Financial – lack of funding for follow up

▶Demand driven research will make more fit-tomarket results, but less breakthroughs
24

Discussion at JNIC 2015

Shaping market
Innovation

Research

G
A
P

Awareness

Tech acceptance
Policy changes
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…or this way

Shaping market

Research

G
A
P

Innovation
Awareness

Tech acceptance
Policy changes
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Success Stories
of FP7 ICT Trust & Security Projects
▶ Comprehensive study of the innovation potential of ICT security,
privacy and trust FP7 projects.
▶ Based on analysis of public data and interviews with project
coordinators, technical and scientific leaders.
▶ Successful Story criteria are based on DC Connect Indicators:
-

Patents
Spin-offs
Industrial Take-ups
Citizens’ Involvement
Standard Contributions
Open Source Software release
Products ready for Citizens.

14%

FP7 ICT
T&S
Projects

86%

Success
Stories

TABULA RASA –
Trusted Biometrics under Spoofing Attacks

▶ Develops innovative solution vs spoofing
combining biometric info from multiple sources
▶ Draft set of standards
▶ Market Involevement:

- Swiss based start-up KeyLemon has integrated into a final product the
face recognition software countermeasure

-

The expertise
developed by the
project helped
KeyLemon to secure a
series A investment of
$1.5M, creating several
jobs within the
company.

CACE –
Computer Aided Cryptography Engineering

▶ Dedicated to the development of a toolbox to support a high quality
cryptographic software design
▶ The proposed toolkit will allow non-experts to develop high-level
cryptographic applications and business models by means of
cryptography-aware high level programming languages and compilers.
▶ Market Involvement:
Two start-ups brought their solutions to the market on the basis of the CACE
achievements:
- Partisia (spin-off of Aarhus University) offers a secure auction-as-a-service
- Dyadic Security (spin-off of University of Bristol and Bar Ilan University) offers a
technology to store cryptographic keys in a distributed way, removing a compromised
server as a single point of failure.
- Nokia, another partner, has exploited the CACE results in its products: now Nokia
phones run 256 bit Elliptic Prime Curve implementation by the CACE tools.

SPACIOS –
Secure Provision and Consumption
in the Internet of Services
▶ AVANTSSAR follow up, SPaCIoS developed a set of techniques
for property-driven security testing, and a set of techniques for
vulnerability-driven testing
▶ The project fostered a set of techniques for model inference/extraction from the
behavior/ code of the implementation, and automated support for testing activities.
▶ These techniques have all been implemented and integrated into the SPaCIoS Tool.
▶ Some outcomes have been applied in consultancy initiatives at SAP and SIEMENS:
- The model-based testing approach used to verify and test security standards under
development at SAP (e.g., SAP OAuth2 for the ABAP application server).
- Security testing engine prototype, borrowing techniques and know-how from SPaCIoS
(e.g., the VERA engine), introduced within the SAP Web IDE

CONSEQUENCE –
Context-aware Data-centric Information Sharing

▶ Developed a Data Sharing Agreement (DSA) Authoring Tool
allowING to formally express data sharing agreements in a
special language CNL4DSA, supporting policies for data access authorization, obligation
and prohibition.
▶ Market Involvement:
- The technology has been patented by Hewlett-Packard Development Company, a
partner in the consortium.
- Two additional applications of the project in the area of complex authorizations (for
enforcing data sharing policies) were awarded with patents.

ACDC –
Advanced Cyber Defence Centre

▶ ACDC focuses on pilots for fighting botnets, by deploying
already identified research technology.
▶ It has already opened a dedicated online service publicly available for European
citizens to inform them about cyber threats and botnets, and to help them
to check their devices for malware, and protect the devices against new threats.
▶ The other results include Conan Mobile to check security status of mobile device
and XL-SIEM, new generation of security information and event management
system that correlates events across layers and has high scalability.

ACDC Services Association
▶ Global, borderless, cyber incident sharing facility

 Pilot key infrastructure: CCH and Community Portal
 Create and enhance collective knowledge to improve cyber-security from the
research domain






Customized information based on profile/end-user group.
Compliance with the EU regulation (GDP)
Support to wide range of data formats (standards).
Information control based on data sharing policies.

▶ Open community

 Member-based community open to private organisations, public administrations, CERTs,
law-enforcement agencies and individuals
 Types of membership: Core members and Associate members

▶ Association Operation

 Two governance bodies: General Assembly and Board of Directors (BoD).
 Operation orchestrated along 5 task forces: Management, Business development and
sales, Communication, Membership Management, Services and operations.

Conan by INCIBE
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XL-SIEM by Atos

– Cross-Level Cybersecurity
Event and Information Management

Solution
▶ Distributed and near real-time aggregation,
dissemination and processing of events.
▶ Correlation of events from application (service) layer
▶ High resilience embedded by design.
▶ Possibility to deploy it as a service.

Benefits
▶ Efficiency
▶ Improved scalability : more events with less effort
▶ Faster response: use of integrated dashboard and
visual analytics
▶ Effectiveness
▶ Improved detection: correlation across layers and
integration of external information

Detection

Store & Analyse

Distribute information & notify

Analysis tools

botnet
behaviour

Data
Sharing
policies

•

CCH

•

Sensors

Community
Portal

Community
Portal
Collaboration
Applications
•
•
•

Discussions
Best practices
Unstructured alerts

Standardized report
findings
Metrics
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R2P success is not about superior technology

Improve assurance level,
automate sec mngm,
faster security mechanisms,
etc

Technology

Usage
Societal evolution
Trust and privacy models,
technology acceptance, ability,
capacity, bias, attitude, cultural
differences, network effect…

Innovation
R2P
Governance

Labeling , certification
compliance
breach notification etc

Laws - Regulation

Business Models,
xx level agreements,
effectiveness, efficiency
transformation and change

Market, Economy

Key directions in 2015 remain like in 2007
 New scenarios: Basic security building blocks are
mature with high TRL levels but there are new
scenarios or compositional ecosystems ->
integration, iterative improvements, new or
adapted security mechanisms
 Expertise: Security needs to be observable and
manageable by users, administrators and
business decision makers -> security4all,
automation, adaptive features…
 Evaluation: Absolute security does not exist,
security is about tolerable risk and business needs
-> risk, cost and context driven security, EU wide
assurance, certification schemes and metrics

Gaps that remain
▶ Security is still “add-on” not “build-in”, usually as an
afterthought
▶ Most research projects are still academy-driven and either:
– Focus on new scenarios (e.g. Cloud, IoT)
– Improve existing mechanisms (e.g. new crypto)
▶ Gap is WIDER between
– demand and supply of cybersecurity experts
– resources needed for protection versus resources needed for
cyberattacks
– cybersecurity and the other ICT experts
▶ Lack of data is huge obstacle for the market:
– for transparent assessment, comparison, certification…
– for ROI , decision making, risk optimisation…
41

Gaps discovered in SECCORD
▶Gap between results for “ICT professionals”,
digital natives or experienced developers and the
“rest of mortals”
▶Gap between demand-side and supply-side
industry priorities
▶Gap between operational environment and
research project testbeds mainly in DATA
▶Gap between attention given to technical vs
socio-economic issues
▶Gaps between results aiming at high assurance
and need to optimize assurance (risk appetite,
cost analysis etc)
42

Dynamics of changes in ICT
ECOSYSTEM/SCENARIOS
Needs for global
situational
awarness
Enrichment
by abstraction

E2E security

Composition

Need for flexibility,
fast reaction…
Evolution by
fragmentation

Conceptual leap
with need of
degree of
freedom

Modularity

Fragmentation

New Model
Cybersecurity
metamorphosis

Dynamics of changes in Security Expertise

Reditus ad futurum : towards cPPP
▶ The need to link better Research, Industry and Policy
▶ The need to avoid starting from scratch : involve all existing initiatives and
the main European NIS industry representatives including telcos
▶ The need to link top-down (CxO level, EU and intl bodies) with bottom-up
(research community)
▶ The need to cover all NIS research areas , from e-ID to cybersec issues
▶ The need to have an “iterative”, flexible and agile model that can be set up
rapidly and could adapt and grow
▶ The need to motivate key players
▶ The need to have close partnership with Member States and Member State
based networks, including NGOs, social platforms and consumer/societal groups

▶NIS WG3 has 3 areas of interest, but also cross-AoI
analysis, unlike previous (biased) SRAs
▶See you tommorow !!!

Thank you
Atos Research & Innovation
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